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Abstract—Video content is evolving enormously with the heavy
usage of internet and social media websites. Proper searching and
indexing of such video content is a major challenge. The existing
video search potentially relies on the information provided by
the user, such as video caption, description and subsequent
comments on the video. In such case, if users provide insufficient
or incorrect information about the video genre, the video may
not be indexed correctly and ignored during search and retrieval.
This paper proposes a mechanism to understand the contents of
video and categorize it as Music Video, Talk Show, Movie/Drama,
Animation and Sports. For video classification, the proposed
system uses audio and visual features like audio signal energy,
zero crossing rate, spectral flux from audio and shot boundary,
scene count and actor motion from video. The system is tested
on popular Hollywood, Bollywood and YouTube videos to give
an accuracy of 96%.
Keywords—Motion detection; scene detection; shot boundary
detection; video genre identification

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The word genre is defined as socially agreed category of
content. So, the term content-based automatic video genre
identification means, to recognize the category of a video
on basis of its contents. The heterogeneous nature of video
contents, makes the genre identification a challenging job.
With the evolution of internet and social networking websites,
content sharing is becoming a popular trend [1]. The level
of facilitation provided to user by such websites leads to
increase the information overload, while organization of the
contents is becoming a challenging task [2]. The most popular
form of content on social media is videos [3]. The nature of
video contents is diverse as it combines all other types of
media such as text, audio and image [4]. The top ranking
social networking sites like Facebook, YouTube allow users to
explore billions of videos per day. Proper organization of such
videos is therefore a necessary operation to ensure efficient
indexing and searching. In spite of all the progress in the
field of multimedia mining and contents based filtering, still
there is need of a system which can automatically understand
the contents of a video. A reliable automatic video genre
identification system which can categorize any type of video,
is yet to be proposed.
The existing video indexing and searching mechanisms
available are fully at mercy of the information provided by uploader. On the other hand, an up-loader enjoys full autonomy
while generating and sharing any type of contents. The uploader is not bound to provide necessary information about the
content so that it can be utilized for the purpose of indexing.
Also, there is no check and balance to ensure the integrity of
the information provided by the up-loader. For example, an uploader has complete freedom to give any title to the video, no

matter how irrespective it is, with the actual contents of video.
An up-loader might give his or her own name to a movie or can
caption a talk show as a movie, in such cases a user may not be
able to view these videos if his/her search string does not match
with the information available with the video. So, there must
be an identification system for video genre which considers
its contents rather than the textual information provided by
the up-loader.
This paper proposes a frame work to analyze contents of an
input video and classify it in one of the five genres including
music video, talk-show, movie/drama, animation and sports.
We use audio and visual features to achieve this classification
task.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the literature review, Section III introduces different
building blocks of the system, Section IV explains working
of the audio classifier along with features used to work with
audio of the input video, followed by discussion on video
classifier in Section V. Finally, Section VI and Section VII
report the results and conclude paper with discussion about
future directions, respectively.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Several attempts have been made in the recent years
regarding video classification. Some of these attempts used
text or audio based approaches while most worked on visual
based or hybrid approaches. The text based approaches use
the view-able text within a video to understand its contents
[5]. A movie generally has textual information such as cast
and subtitles which can give some insights about the video
contents. Techniques extracting the text and TF-IDF (Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is discussed in [6].
Other than the text, audio contents within a video can
also be used for video classification and genre identification.
Various techniques are proposed in literature which uses audio
information, like dialogues music or silence [7], [8].This
information can be captured through ZCR - Zero crossing rate
as proposed in [9], [10], [11], [12] for video content analysis.
Similar type of audio classification algorithms are proposed
in [13], [14], using HZCR (high zero crossing rate), spectrum
flux and time energy of an audio signal to classify an audio
into four distinct classes - speech, music, environment sound or
silence. Similar type of algorithm is proposed in [15] to extract
musical sequences, in Bollywood movies, and uses ZCR and
RMS (Root-Mean-Square) of an audio signal as classifying
features.
Although a video has several textual and audio features
that can be used for classification but among all these features,
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visual features are most dominant within the video contents.
The colors (i.e. RGB values) [16], shapes (i.e. Image histogram) [17], [18], luminescence [19] and motion [20] are
some of the commonly used visual features used to analyze
the contents of video, as proposed in literature. The color and
shape information can be statistically analyzed by generating
the color histogram and shape histogram of images extracted
from the frames of video [21]. MPEG motion vectors [22],
[23] are used as features to examine the motion information
available in a video. HMM - Hidden Markov Model combines
various features (e.g. color, shape and audio) and the Gaussian
Mixture Model the probability distribution and many similar
techniques use hybrid approaches for video classification [24],
[25], [26], [27].
The features used for video classification by the above
methods are low level. There are also further high level
features for video classification e.g. Shot Boundary Detection,
Scene Detection [10], Shot Duration [28], [29], [30], Motion
Detection [10], [29], [31] and so on. Shot Boundary detection
is a major building block for video processing activities. A
shot boundary is defined as one or more frames in a video
where one shot ends and other starts. For the purpose of shot
boundary detection various audio and visual features can be
used such as colors, edges, luminescence and motion information available within the frames [32]. One of the benchmark
data-set for shot boundary detection is TRECVid, developed
by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology
in Gaithersburg, USA). TRECVid contains many subsets of
video test data and ground truth information targeting the shot
boundary detection which are widely used to evaluate the
performance of different shot boundary detection algorithms
[33]. Significant advancements are made by [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38] [39], [40] to perform shot boundary detection to
achieve optimal accuracy. Different accuracy ranges have been
reported on TRECVid dataset from 94% to 96%.

as continuous action with a specific event of a video. Scene
detection is the process to automatically detect this repetitive
pattern within a video. Scene detection is generally performed
by using visual features like luminescence, motion detection
and average length of shots to track the changes in lighting,
environment and pace of the video in a movie [4]. Scene detection techniques may be rule based, where some predefined rule
are constructed to analyze the frames and shots and decision is
made if they belong to the same scene or not [5]. Some scene
detection techniques may be graph based [41], stochastic based
or cluster based [42], [43], [44] in contrast to the rule based
[5], [45]. The accuracy of such algorithms range from 80% to
86% as reported these different attempts.
III.

The proposed system is able to classify a video into five
distinct classes, including Music Video, Talk Show, Sports, Animation and Movie/Drama. The abstract model of the system
is given in Fig. 1.

Our proposed system use an algorithm inspired by [34] that
attempts to identify the similarity between each consecutive
frames. The algorithm uses the SAD function that calculates
the sum of absolute differences between the RGB color values
of the corresponding pixels of each two adjacent frames.
To identify the shot boundary, the SAD value is compared
to a predefined threshold. If the difference is greater than
that threshold the later frame will be considered as shot
boundary, otherwise as a continuous shot. The algorithm can
be summarized as:
F

1 X
dsad (fi−1 , fi ) =
|fi−1 (r) − fi |
|F | i=2

(1)

Where F is the total number of pixel in a frame, dsad is
the function calculating the sum of absolute differences of
each two consecutive frames and r represents the coordinates
of pixels. The above algorithm is able to categorize the
shots as cut, fades and dissolves by using the luminescence
information.
For content based analysis, a video can also be broken
down into scenes rather than shots. Although some authors
refer the terms shot and scene interchangeably, most consider
shots as a subset of scene. A scene is a temporal segment of
a video with repetitive shots. A scene may also be defined

V IDEO G ENRE C LASSIFICATION

Fig. 1. Abstract Model of the Proposed System

The system is logically divided in two components, Audio
Classifier and Video Classifier. The input video is fed to the
Audio Classifier that extracts audio features to estimate music
portion in the audio of input video. In case if majority of the
frames are classified as having background music, the input
video is classified as Music Video, else it is forwarded to
the Video Classifier to check for the remaining genres of video.
The Video Classifier checks for the number of scenes in
a video because it’s a good indicator to separate Talk Show
and Sports Video from Movies/Drama and Animations. As
per video recording grammar, Talk Shows and Sports videos
are comprising of only one scene i.e. for the whole duration
of the video, all the shots belong to same scene, whereas
for Movies/Drama and Animation there are multiple scenes
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depending on the size of video file.

signal.

In case if there is only one scene in a video, we check for
actor movement. If the actor movement is high with only one
scene in the video, it is classified as a Talk Show, whereas,
high actor movement results in a video being classified in
Sport Video genre.

Finally, Spectrum Flux (SF), which defines average variation value of spectrum between two adjacent frames in one
second window is defined as:

On the other hand, if there are multiple scenes in a video,
we estimate shot duration in the input video. Usually, in order
to increase excitement in Animation video, shot duration is
kept very small, typically less than a second in many cases.
Therefore, shot duration feature efficiently classifies input
video in either Movie/Drama or Animation.

SF =

N
−1 K−1
X
X
1
(N − 1)(K − 1) n=1
k=1
2

(6)

[log(A(n, k) + δ) − log(A(n − k, k) + δ]

Where A(n, k) represents Discrete Fourier Transform of nth
frame in a one-second window and defined as:
∞
X
2π
A(n, k) =
x(m)W (nL − m)ej L km
(7)
m=−∞

Rest of the paper describes working of Audio and Video
Classifiers along with each components in both the classifiers.
IV.

AUDIO C LASSIFIER

Classifying an audio input in music and non-music classes
is an important task, many attempts have been made to use
different audio features to accomplish this task [46], [47], [48],
[49], [50], [51], [52], [53]. Lie Lu et al. [13] demonstrate
that features like zero crossing rate, root mean square and
spectrum flux are good at differentiating music signal from
speech signal, however, the variations of these features in a
defined window performs even better than the feature itself.
They define high zero crossing rate ratio (HZCRR) as:
HZCRR =

1
2N

N
−1
X

[sgn(ZCR(n) − 1.5avZCR) + 1]

(2)

n=0

where avZCR is defined as:
avZCR =

N −1
1 X
ZCR(n)
N n=0

(3)

Where N represents total number of frames in a one second
window, n is frame index, sgn[] is sign function and ZCR(n)
is zero crossing rate of nth frame in one second window.
Zero crossings in music signal are usually very low with
almost zero variations, whereas in speech signal, due to sudden
drop in energy, zero crossing variations are significantly high.
Similarly, Low Short Time Energy Ratio (LSTER) is
defined as:
N −1
1 X
LST ER =
[0.5avST E − sgn(ST E(n)) + 1]
N n=0

(4)

and,
avST E =

N −1
1 X
ST E(n)
N n=0

(5)

Experiments suggest LSTER value is significantly lower
in music signals compared to speech signal, therefore it
performs well in differentiating between music and speech

Spectrum Flux values for speech are much higher than
Music, therefore when combined with HZCRR and LSTER,
it performs well for differentiating music from speech using
SVM classifier.
In our task of genre identification, as we observe more
seconds of music than speech, we classify input video in Music
class. On the other hand, if there is low percentage of music
seconds in the input video, the video is forwarded to Video
Classifier for further processing.
V.

V IDEO C LASSIFIER

This section of our genre identifier receives only those
videos in which music portion is low. As per grammar of
video recording, which although is not documented but if
violated would result in an ambiguous video, all the video
genres, except music video contains lower portion of music
than pure speech or environment sound. For example, imagine
a talk show discussing on recent political affair with a loud
background music, obviously, such a recording would not
make sense for the viewers. A non-music video can belong
to any of the later four genres including Talk-Show, Sports,
Animation and Movie/Drama.
A Talk-Show video generally has only one scene where
there are 5-7 distinct shots frequently repeating. There is a
shot of anchor person. Then, there are separate shots of each
of the invited guests. There may be some shots showing more
than one people at a time. There is also a shot of showing the
environment from a distance. Another common observation in
Talk-Show is that the actor movement is very low, as people
are generally sitting and rarely moving during the discussion.
Similarly, a Sports video also usually has only one scene
but the factor which can easily distinguishes between a TalkShow and a Sports video is the actor movement. Unlike a
Talk-Show, in a sports video actor movement is significantly
high. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrates the patterns observed in TalkShows and Sports videos, as described above.
In order to differentiate Movie/Drama and Animation from
Sports and Talk-Show videos, we use number of scenes
feature. As discussed earlier, in Sports and Talk-Show videos,
generally, there is only one scene, whereas in Movie/Drama
and Animation, the number of scenes are many, depending on
the video length.
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Fig. 2. Consecutive frames in a Talk-Show, demonstrating only one scene
and low actor movement.

Fig. 4. Frames in a Movie, demonstrating more than 1 scene and long shot
duration.

Fig. 3. Consecutive frames in a sports video demonstrating only one scene
and high actor movement.
Fig. 5. Frames in an Animation, demonstrating more than 1 scene and small
shot duration.

Finally, if input video comprises of many scenes, there
is a possibility that the input video is either a Movie/Drama
or an Animation. In order to differentiate between these two
video genres, we use shot duration. It has been observed that
shot duration is high when input video is a Movie/Drama,
whereas the value of shot duration is low, typically less than
a second for many shots, when input video is an Animation.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show consecutive frames from two popular
Bollywood movies and two animations. It can be observed that
all the frames in movies are belonging to same shot, whereas
in animation, all the frames are formulating different shots.
Table I summarizes differences in different video features

across all four genres.
In the next section, we describe different components of
video classifier including shot detection, scene detection and
actor movement.
A. Shot Boundary Detection
There are many attempts in the literature to detect shot
boundary in video [33], [35]–[40]. Anil k. Jain et al. [54]
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Simple sum of absolute difference dsad between fi−1 and
fi is defined as [34]:

TABLE I. V IDEO G ENRE I DENTIFICATION F EATURE VALUES
Video Genre

Scene Count

Actor Movement

Shot Duration

Talk Show
Sports
Drama/Movie
Animation

Low
Low
High
High

Low
High
Low
High

High
Low
High
Low

dsad (fi−1 , fi ) =

1 X
|fi−1 (r) − fi (r)|
|F |

(9)

r∈F

Were F is the total number of pixel in a frame, dsad is the
function calculating the sum of absolute differences of each
two consecutive frames and r represents the coordinates of
pixels. A shot boundary is detected if,
dsad ≥ T

(10)

Where T is a threshold value learned through experiments.
This approach of threshold value was tested on TRECVid 2007
and the precision and recall was reported to be 94.4% and
90.5%, respectively. In our approach, we use a set D consisting
of dsad for all the frames in a video V ,
D = {dsad1 , dsad2 · · · dsadn−1 }

(11)

Our approach is based on two simple assumptions:
1)

Fig. 6. Shot Boundary Detection [54]

2)
proposed a method of shot boundary detection that is presented
in Fig. 6.
A frame is defined as shot boundary if it is significantly different from either the previous frame or previous shot boundary. The different here refers to RGB histogram difference.
One of the benchmark data-set for shot boundary detection is
TRECVid, developed by NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology in Gaithersburg, USA). TRECVid contains
many subsets of video test data and ground truth information
targeting the shot boundary detection which are widely used to
evaluate the performance of different shot boundary detection
algorithms [33].
One of the major issues in most of the shot detection
approaches found in literature is requirement of learning
threshold values for detecting shot boundary. Our experiments
suggest that threshold values learned on a data-set do not
perform well on other data-sets. For example, the threshold
value for sum of absolute difference based on RGB color at
pixel level learned on TRECVid 2007, as proposed by [34],
does not perform well when used to detect shot boundaries
from Bollywood movies. This might be because of different
intensities in color values in two completely different data sets.
Inability of threshold values to make them independent of
data-sets results in need of an algorithm that learns threshold
values dynamically from the data set. Our approach of shot
detection is based on clustering that eliminates the need of
learning and applying static threshold values.
Suppose, we have a video V defined as set of n frames,
V = {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn }

(8)

If two consecutive frames fi and fi−1 belong to same
shot, their dsad would be relatively low
Consequently, if both the frames, fi and fi−1 belong
to two different shots, that is f i + 1 is actually
representing a shot boundary, dsad would be high

Based on above two assumptions, different approaches in
the literature have learned threshold values. We believe that
learning threshold values could be avoided if we employ
a clustering approach. We use simple K-Means clustering
algorithm which is defined by a centroid for each cluster. Any
point is assigned to its nearest centroid based on Euclidean
distance. In our case, the value of K = 2 which means two
clusters. dsad values in set D suggest that all the points are
belonging to one of the two obvious clusters, suppose C is a
set of centroids defined as:
C = {ci , cj }

(12)

Then each data point di in the set D is assigned to a cluster
based on its squared distance from center ci . Data suggests,
the difference values fall in two distinct clustering categories:
1)
2)

The difference values are too low if consecutive
frames are belonging to same shot.
The difference values are reasonably high if consecutive frames are belonging to two different shots.

Interestingly, in a video, non-representative frames to shot
boundary are lower than the number of frames representing
shot boundaries, thus, the cluster which holds lower number of
frames is actually holding the shot boundaries. The advantage
of our shot boundary detection over existing approaches is
to avoid the need of learning threshold values. In a way,
clustering mechanism is actually a dynamic threshold learning
mechanism.
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1) Shot Detection: Post-Processing Step for Increasing
System Precision: Clustering based approach discussed in
previous section, produces high recall values on TRECVID2007, however, precision value is only 38%. It has been
observed that simple clustering based algorithm is unable
to distinguish well between two consecutive frames which
are part of same shots but having high movement of high
level objects like person, car, animal, etc. The absolute sum
of difference as defined in previous section is high when
there is significant movement between two consecutive frames
belonging to same shot. In order to improve the system
precision, we use RGB histogram values. No matter how much
is the movement from one frame to next, RGB histogram
remains almost same given both frames are belonging to same
shot. We use this simple technique to eliminate false positives
that are incorrectly clustered in the cluster which should hold
shot boundary frames. With simple clustering algorithms for
shot boundary detection followed by post-processing step, we
achieved recall and precision of 97% and 92%, respectively
on TRECVID-2007.
B. Scene Detection
A scene is a temporal fragment of a video where shots are
frequently repetitive. For example, in a talk-show. most of the
shots are part of same scene. If observed closely, these shots
are part of a frequently repetitive pattern. Same is the case with
sports videos, where similar shots tend to repeat themselves
and overall environment remains same. Contrasting, in case of
a movie, drama or animation the repetition of same shot is not
demonstrated throughout the video. Rather, this repetition is
merely confined within a specific fragment of that video. A
scene can be detected just by capturing this repetition of shots
by using the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Scene Boundaries Detection Algorithm
INPUT : Set of Shot Boundaries Sh
OUTPUT
:
Set
of
Scene
Boundaries
Sc
current ← 1, i ← 0, match ← 0
while current >= count(Sh) do
current ← current + 2
i ← current
while current >= i do
if Sh[current] == Sh[i − 2] then
match ← 1
break
else
match ← 0
i−−
end if
end while
if match ← 0 then
while (current − 1) >= (i − 3) do
if Sh[current − 1] == Sh[i − 3] then
match ← 1
Sc ← current
break
else
match ← 0
i−−
end if
end while
if match ← 0 then
Sc ← current − 1
end if
end if
end while

C. Actor Movement Estimation
For video genre identification, actor movement is a strong
predictor to classify between a talk-show and a sports video.
In a talk-show the people and objects are generally stationary,
while in a sports video, people and objects are continuously
in moving state. The procedure followed to capture the actor
movement is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here, two consecutive frames
of video are broken down into 8x8 grid, resulting in 64 subimages within each frame. The corresponding sub-images of
both frames are compared. If there is low actor movement,
many regions of the frame will remain same in both frames.
On the other hand, if there is high actor movement, the subimages will demonstrate significant level of dissimilarity.
Mathematically, actor movement Am is defined as:
n

AM =

1X
Mi
n i=1

(13)

Where M represent average sum of difference between all
the regions of a given F ramei to its corresponding regions in
F ramej and defined as:

M=

64
X

|F ramei − F ramei−1 |

Fig. 7. Consecutive frames of 2 videos divided into 8x8 grid - on left are
frames of a Talk Show (demonstrating low Actor Movement) and on right
from a Sports Video (demonstrating high Actor Movement)

(14)

i=1
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D. Shot Duration Estimation
To differentiate between a movie or drama and an animation, shot duration is used as a classifying feature. In a movie
or drama, the shot duration is generally longer as compared to
an animation. The proposed system performs shot boundary
detection by using the cluster based approach as discussed
earlier. The shot duration of ith shot is defined as:
Ti = Fn − F1

(15)

Where Fn is last frame in a given shot and F1 is the first frame.
The average shot duration in a video, that we use as feature
to differentiate between movie/drama and animation genres, is
defined as:
n
1X
SD =
Ti
(16)
n i=1
VI.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

The proposed system considerably depends on the
intermediate procedures like shot detection, scene detection,
motion detection and shot duration. Unfortunately, there is
no benchmark data-set available with ground truth values
recorded already. Therefore, for this study, a data-set
comprising of 50 videos from the five desired genres (i.e.
Music Video, Sports Video, Talk Show, Animation and
Movie/Drama) was constructed. The number of scenes, and
shot duration were observed manually to setup ground truth
before applying the scene detection, motion detection and shot
duration estimation. The manually calculated values were then
compared to the values calculated by the system to evaluate its
performance. The videos were selected carefully to avoid bias
in the results. The data-set included 10 videos from each genre.
For music video, there is much signal variation even in
case of pop, jazz and rock music and old classical songs
or ballads. Thus the music videos were carefully selected
to cover most of the possible classes. In this regard, the
developed data-set included popular songs from Bollywood
Movies and some international music channels from different
categories.
The 10 sports videos in the data-set, all belonged to a
distinct sports category: 1. Cricket, 2. Football, 3. Hockey, 4.
Car Race, 5. Table Tennis, 6. Basketball, 7. Badminton, 8.
Swimming, 9. Snooker and 10. Wrestling.
The 10 talk shows consisted 5 Pakistani shows, 3 talk
shows from Indian TV channels and 2 American Talk shows.
Similarly, the movies were selected both from Hollywood and
Bollywood Industry, while the selected TV serials were taken
from Pakistani, Indian as well as Turkish TV channels. The
movies and dramas belonged to different genres like comedy,
tragedy, romantic and action to cover the major variations
of shot duration and camera movement. Also, the quality
of graphics has drastically improved in past few decades,
therefore to cover animations of all types, these were taken
from old cartoons movies like pink panther to latest release
of animated games like Assassin Creed and other animated
movies in different foreign languages.

Table II shows the list of videos we have used in our
data-set. The proposed system accurately predicts genre of
96% videos, the detailed results of genre identification are
presented in confusion matrix of Table III. The results of
scene detection are shown in Table IV.
TABLE II. S ELECTED V IDEOS IN U SER DEFINED DATA - SET FOR G ENRE
I DENTIFICATION

Video

Genre

Capital Talk 29th May 2018
Capital Talk 31st May 2018
Live with Kelly 23rd April 2018
Live with Kelly 21st May 2018
Live with Kelly Priyanka
A+ Morning Show Hamid Mir
News Eye 29th May 2018
Coffee with Karan (Juhi & Madhuri)
Satyamev Jayete (Dangal)
Comedy Nights with Kapil
Cricket
Football
Tennis
Car Race
Badminton
Hockey
Snooker
Wrestling
Basketball
Swimming
Big Buck Bunny
Dreamworld - Ice Age
Memorable Moments - Rio
Tom and Jerry (Little Quacker)
Ferdinand - Escena Final Español
Mr. Bean -Nurse
JAN on See TV
Courage - The cowardly dog
Pink Panther
Assassin’s Creed Origin
Secret Super Star Part 1/6
Andaz Apna Apna
Dhoop Kinare
Bulbulay
Diyar e Dil
Yaqeen Ka Safar
Dhamaal
Harry Potter
CID
Kosem Sultan
Everything I do, I do it for you
I am Alive, Stuart Little 2
It’s my life, Bon Jovi
Kung fu fighting, Kung fu Panda
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Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Talk Show
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation0n
Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation
Animation
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Movie/Drama
Music Video
Music Video
Music Video
Music Video

Continued on next page
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Video

Continued from previous page
Genre

Allah hi dega, Ubaid Rana
Sultan, Title Song
Challa, Jab tak hai jan
Hanikarak Bapu - Dangal
Khamaj, Shafqat Amanat Ali
Tere bina zindagi, Andhi

VII.

Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
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